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A nurse who acquired Lassa virus infection in Togo in the spring of 2016 was repatriated to the United States for care at Emory University Hospital. Serial sampling from this patient permitted the characterization of several aspects of the innate and cellular immune responses to Lassa virus. Although most of the immune responses correlated with the kinetics of viremia resolution, the CD8 T-cell response was of surprisingly high magnitude and prolonged duration, implying prolonged presentation of viral antigens. Indeed, long after viremia resolution, there was persistent viral RNA detected in the semen of the patient, accompanied by epididymitis, suggesting the male reproductive tract as 1 site of antigen persistence. Consistent with the magnitude of acute T-cell responses, the patient ultimately developed long-term, polyfunctional memory T-cell responses to Lassa virus.
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Lassa virus is an arenavirus transmitted to humans by inhalation of or exposure to Mastomys natalensis excreta, but it can also be transmitted person-to-person through virus-infected bodily fluids. The virus is found in West Africa in areas overlapping with the geography of its animal reservoir. It is estimated that up to 300,000 cases occur annually with an overall case fatality ratio of <5%. When symptomatic, the disease manifests as an acute febrile illness accompanied by weakness, malaise, retrosternal pain, headache, and gastrointestinal distress [1]. Several more distinctive clinical features of Lassa virus disease include facial edema, pharyngitis, conjunctivitis, and significant abdominal tenderness [2]. Some infected individuals are asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic, whereas others experience more severe symptoms. The impact of genetic polymorphisms or comorbidities on patient outcome in Lassa virus disease is unknown, but a dysregulated cellular immune response has been hypothesized to contribute to disease by inducing vascular damage or through T-cell–mediated immunopathology [3, 4]. Assessment of the immune response to Lassa virus infection in humans has been limited by the lack of available resources and infrastructures in West Africa. Most studies have focused on in vitro assays of virus growth in human mononuclear phagocytic cells, such as dendritic cells and macrophages [5–11], and use of non-human primates to model human disease [12–18], with only limited studies of human subjects [19–24].

In spring of 2016, an American nurse working in Togo acquired Lassa virus infection. The patient was repatriated to the United States for care at Emory University Hospital. Ribavirin (days 6–15 of illness) and favipiravir (days 8–12 of illness) were administered, and the patient ultimately survived the infection. The clinical course has been reported elsewhere (Raabe et al, in press). Serial blood samples were collected under a research protocol, starting at day 7 after symptom onset. This provided a rare opportunity to evaluate the longitudinal course of a primary Lassa virus infection in the human host. A description of the kinetics of this individual’s innate and cellular immune responses is included herein.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Human Subject Research and Safety

The patient consented to research under approved human use protocols at both Emory (IRB00022371) and the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC; IRB6857). Healthy control samples were obtained under CDC IRB1652. The patient was a previously healthy, 33-year-old male without any underlying immunocompromise or comorbidities. All work with potentially infectious patient material was performed in CDC’s
were treated with Cytofix/Cytoperme (BD Biosciences [BD]), incubated with intracellular antibodies, and then washed before acquiring events on an Accuri (BD) or a S1000EXi cytometer (Stratedigm). Compensations were performed using OneComp beads (eBioscience). See the Supplementary Methods for list of antibodies used in each stain and for details of gating strategies.

**Antigen-Specific T-Cell Assays**

Cryopreserved PBMCs were thawed, rested overnight, and then incubated for 1 hour at 37°C with concentrated, γ-irradiated virions at a multiplicity of infection of 5, left unstimulated (negative control), or treated with staphylococcal enterotoxin B (positive control) at a final concentration of 1 μg/mL. All samples included anti-CD28 and anti-CD49d (diluted 1:1000; BD) and anti-CD107a PE antibodies. One hour after stimulation, brefeldin A (10 μg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich) was added, and cells were incubated for an additional 5 hours. Following experimental and control stimulation, PBMC were stained and acquired as noted above.

**Tetramer Assays and Additional Phenotyping**

Patient PMBCs were evaluated for HLA-A2 (human leukocyte antigen) expression by flow cytometry using HLA-A2 PE (BB7.2). Tetramers were then designed based upon the patient’s HLA-A2–positive status and previously published data on HLA-A2–specific Lassa virus tetramers [28, 29]. Cryopreserved PMBCs were thawed, washed, stained with near-infrared live/dead stain (Life Technologies), and incubated with each tetramer coupled to either APC or PE before staining and acquisition.

**Data Analysis**

All data were analyzed using FlowJo software (TreeStar), Excel (Microsoft), Prism (GraphPad Software Inc), and SPICE software (open source, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases). For determination of Lassa-specific polyfunctionality of the CD4 and CD8 T-cell populations, Boolean gating was applied, and then background results from unstimulated cells were subtracted from the signal obtained in Lassa-stimulated cells. These data were then imported into SPICE for generation of the plots.

**RESULTS**

**Kinetics of Virus Clearance and Persistence**

The patient did not clear viremia until day 20 after symptom onset (Figure 1) despite having received antiviral therapy from day 6 onward (Raabe et al, in press). Additionally, the patient’s semen was qRT-PCR positive on days 15, 20, and 48 and virus was isolated from a semen sample on day 20 (Raabe et al, in press). These findings correlated in time with the development of a self-limiting clinical epididymitis, suggesting that the male reproductive system could be a site of virus persistence.
Interferon, Cytokine and Chemokine Responses

Antigen-presenting cells are an important initial target of Lassa virus infection in vivo [14], and Lassa virus infection of macrophages and dendritic cells in vitro results in inhibition of type I interferon (IFN) responses through viral nucleoprotein [7]. In nonhuman primate models, early and limited induction of type 1 IFN was associated with survival [18]. Therefore, it was of interest to measure the IFN responses in this patient. In fact, an early peak of IFN-α, but not IFN-α2 or IFN-β, was noted (Figure 1). Only at day 7 after symptom onset was IFN-γ detectable, and IFN-λ was at the high end of the normal range throughout the time course. The kinetics of IFN-α in this patient correlated ($r = 0.9947$) with viral load.

Chemokines or cytokines that recruit or modulate cellular functions could also be of importance during Lassa virus infection. In 1 previous study, higher levels of IL-8 and IP-10 were associated with survival from Lassa virus infection [20]; however, in a contrasting study, higher levels of IL-8, IL-6, IL-10, and

Figure 1. Kinetic analysis of various immune markers. Patient plasma was analyzed by multiplex assay for the indicated immune markers over time. The dotted line represents the limit of detection of the assay, and the shaded area represents the range of detection in 10 healthy humans. In the first panel, viral load kinetics were overlaid for comparison, and the hash-marked line represents the limit of detection of the viral load assay. Abbreviations: BAFF, B-cell activating factor; IFN-α, interferon α; IFN-α2, interferon α2; IFN-β, interferon β; IFN-γ, interferon γ; IFN-λ, interferon λ; IL-4, interleukin 4; IL-6, interleukin 6; IL-8, interleukin 8; IL-10, interleukin 10; IL-1RA, interleukin 1 receptor antagonist; IP-10, interferon γ–induced protein 10; TCID<sub>50</sub>, 50% tissue culture infective dose.
MIP-1β were associated with fatal Lassa virus infection [24]. In this patient, levels of IP-10 and IL-10 were detected at a log or more above that observed in normal healthy controls, but only sporadic, low levels of IL-8 and IL-6 were observed (Figure 1). In 1 other report, both IL-8 and IL-6 were notably elevated in a non-fatal case [23]. Other immune modulators that were elevated in the patient included IL-1RA, which can have antagonistic activity similar to IL-10, and MCP-1, which is both a chemoattractant for macrophages and an activator of endothelial cells (Figure 1).

Interleukin 4 and BAFF, which play a role in B-cell activation and class switching, were elevated in the patient, and their peak coincided with viremia resolution (Figure 1). Finally, CX3CL1 (fractalkine) and RANTES, which are T-cell chemoattractants, were both elevated in this patient. Early in disease, plasma levels of granzyme B, a T-cell effector, were detected, suggesting early activation of cytotoxic cellular pathways.

**Robust Activation of B and T Cells During the Acute Stage**

Virus clearance from the blood correlated with the appearance of Lassa virus–specific IgM, but the appearance of Lassa virus–specific IgG was delayed, with no IgG detectable until almost 20 days after onset of symptoms (Figure 2A). This late appearance of class-switched antibodies is described in the Lassa virus literature [27, 30], although earlier class switching has also been reported. Antibody-secreting cells (ASCs, also known as plasmablasts), peaked on day 19 after symptom onset. This was followed closely in time by a peak in the activated B-cell population; this is the population of B cells that are destined to become long-lived memory B cells (Figure 2B) [31].

The patient’s T-cell responses were robust, with an activated CD4 T-cell population, defined by CD38/HLADR double-positive cells, peaking at day 19 after symptom onset and subsequently declining (Figure 3A). In contrast, the patient’s activated CD8 T-cell population exhibited a biphasic pattern, with an early peak that kinetically matched viral clearance, and another peak on day 23 after symptom onset. This second peak was sustained well beyond a month after symptom onset. The activation phenotype coincided with proliferation and functional effector molecule production because the Ki-67–positive frequency was similar to the CD38/HLA-DR–double-positive frequency (Figure 3B), and the Ki-67–positive cells expressed both perforin and granzyme B (Figure 3C). Further phenotyping of these proliferating cells revealed them to have low BCL-2 and CD45RA levels and high PD-1 levels, consistent with an effector phenotype (Figure 3D). This second peak of activation and effector differentiation coincided with lymphadenopathy and epididymitis in the patient (Raabe et al, in press).

**Phenotypic Characterization of Lassa-Specific CD8 T Cells Using MHC-class I Tetramers**

The patient was identified as HLA-A2–positive by flow cytometry, and previous work by others had evaluated several
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**Figure 2.** Class switching corresponds with peak frequency of antibody-secreting cells. A, Patient samples were analyzed by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay for Lassa virus–specific immunoglobulin M and immunoglobulin G responses, and viral loads were determined by 50% tissue culture infective dose assay. The hash-marked line represents the limit of detection of the viral load assay. B, Representative flow plots for both antibody-secreting cells (ASCs; CD3+CD14−CD16−IgD−CD19−CD20loCD71+) and activated B cells (ABCs; CD3−CD14−CD16−IgD+CD19−CD20−CD71+) are depicted for both the patient (at day 23) and a healthy control, and frequencies of ABCs and ASCs were assessed over time. Abbreviations: ABC, activated B cell; ASC, antibody-secreting cell; IgG, immunoglobulin G; IgM, immunoglobulin M; TCID<sub>50</sub>, 50% tissue culture infective dose.

HLA-A2 binding epitopes in Lassa virus GP using predictive algorithms, in vitro binding assays, and in vivo analysis in HLA-A2–transgenic mice [28, 29]. This permitted the evaluation of Lassa virus–specific T cells over the course of the infection.
and allowed for characterization of these cells. Three peptides were selected from those previously identified based on the glycoprotein sequence of the reference Lassa virus strain (Josiah). One additional peptide was selected based on the predicted IC$_{50}$ binding to MHC HLA-A*02:01 (IEDB.org) using the glycoprotein sequence of the Togo strain (Gen Bank accession no. KU961971), with which the patient was infected. Supplementary Table 1 summarizes the peptides used, their sequences in both the Josiah and Togo strains, and the predicted and tested HLA-A*02:01 binding affinities (IC$_{50}$ nM) [32]. Tetramers were generated for all 4 peptides and analyzed over time in the patient samples. The patient had tetramer-positive CD8 T cells for 3 of the 4 tested tetramers (Figure 4A). Tetramer-positive CD8 T cells were present at very low frequency on day 10, but increased by 20 and 30 days after symptom onset before declining again in convalescence (data not shown). Tetramer YLI had the highest frequency overall and was maintained at the time of convalescence. Phenotyping YLI-positive CD8 T cells during the acute phase demonstrated that they were CD45RA−low, consistent with an effector phenotype; they were also Ki-67−positive and PD-1−high, with a subpopulation also expressing CD28 (Figure 4B). In general, this mirrored the phenotyping of the total CD8 T-cell populations over time, with the majority of the CD8 T cells being of effector phenotype (CCR7/CD45RA−double-negative) at the first time point (day 10) with both high PD-1 and Ki-67 expression (Figure 5). As the infection resolved and virus was cleared at day 20, CD28 and PD-1 expression on CD8 T cells increased, and finally, at the point of convalescence, decreased Ki-67 expression, increased CD28 expression, and decreased PD-1 expression were noted, consistent with a decrease in the massive CD8 T-cell activation seen earlier. Interestingly, we observed that the acute stage was associated with <2% of CD45RA⁺CCR7⁺CD8 T cells. Although there was some increase of this population during the convalescent stage (approximately 6%), it was much lower than what is reported for similarly aged healthy adults (20%–60%) [33], suggesting an altered distribution of naive CD8 T cells or their recruitment (Figure 5). Very little expression of perforin was observed at any of the time points.

Figure 3. T-cell activation was prolonged and had an effector phenotype. A, Representative flow plots of activated CD8 (top) and CD4 (bottom) T cells are depicted for both the patient and a healthy control, and frequencies of CD38+/HLA-DR⁺CD8 and CD4 T cells were assayed over time. The viral load is also overlaid for comparison. The hash-marked line represents the limit of detection of the viral load assay. B, The frequency of CD38+/HLA-DR double-positive CD8 T cells as compared with the frequency of Ki-67⁺CD8 T cells. Representative flow plots showing the functionality (C) of the K-67⁺CD8 T cells and their phenotype (D). Abbreviation: TCID$_{50}$, 50% tissue culture infective dose.
Human Immune Response to Lassa Virus

To assess the functional activity of the patient’s T cells over time, cryopreserved PMBCs obtained from the patient during the acute stage of illness were evaluated in an ex vivo stimulation assay along with a convalescent sample from 4 months after symptom onset. Surprisingly, even in the unstimulated control samples, we observed tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α) elaboration from CD4 T cells ([Figure 6A](#)), as well as degranulation from CD8 T cells, as measured by CD107a ([Figure 7A](#)).

In the CD4 T-cell compartment, exposure to Lassa virus ex vivo led to increased expression of IFN-γ and TNF-α, as well as IL-2 and CD154, with the highest levels of both single and double producers seen at 20 and 30 days after symptom onset ([Figure 6A](#)). Whereas the magnitude of the Lassa-specific CD4 T-cell response declined at the convalescent time point, the polyfunctional nature of the response was maintained ([Figure 6B](#)).

In contrast with the CD4 T-cell data, the CD8 T-cell responses took longer to become polyfunctional and exhibited the greatest magnitude of IFN-γ, TNF-α, and CD107a expression at the convalescent time point ([Figure 7B](#)). The Lassa virus–specific CD8 T-cell responses at the convalescent time point were dominated by polyfunctional cells, with approximately 75% of the Lassa virus–specific CD8 T cells expressing >1 cytokine upon stimulation ([Figure 7B](#)). There were no Lassa-specific CD4 or CD8 T-cell responses observed in a normal healthy control (Supplementary Figure 1).

---

**Figure 4.** Tetramer-specific CD8 T cells are of the effector phenotype. A, Tetramers GII, LLG, YLI, and SLL were generated based upon HLA-A2 predicted peptides from the Lassa virus GPC protein, and the frequency of tetramer-specific CD8 T cells at day 20 is shown. B, Additional phenotyping of the highest frequency tetramer, YLI, over time. Tetramer-positive cells are depicted in red. Abbreviations: APC, allophycocyanin; PE, phycoerythrin.
DISCUSSION

In this study, we report a detailed analysis of the primary human immune response to infection with Lassa virus. There are several limitations to this study: sampling did not begin until 7 days after symptom onset, data from only 1 patient were analyzed, and only the bloodstream was sampled. During the earliest time point, when the most significant declines in viral load were observed, the antigen-specific cells were likely localized to the affected tissues rather than in the bloodstream, thus limiting our ability to quantify them. However, given the paucity of this type of human data, these findings shed light on the magnitude and quality of the human immune response during primary Lassa virus infection.

The patient in this study survived Lassa virus infection and exhibited control over viral replication as evidenced by virus clearance at day 20 after onset of symptoms. The kinetics of the patient's immune responses suggests that multiple components of the immune response could have played a role in viral clearance. Several cytokine/chemokine responses coincided with viral clearance, and both Lassa virus–specific IgM and activated CD8 T-cell levels were increasing at the time of maximal decline in viral load. It was interesting to note that the patient had high levels of IFN-α during the time of viral decline and that the IFN-α levels over time correlated with this decline. Whether this reflects a proportional response to the amounts of viral RNA present or represents a direct effect of IFN-α’s antiviral activities is unknown. However, an early and strong IFN-α response in a macaque model of Lassa virus disease correlated with survival [18]; IFN-α and IFN-β, but not IFN-λ or IFN-γ, inhibited viral replication in infected macrophages and dendritic cells in vitro [6]; and Lassa virus persisted in IFNR−/− mice but was rapidly cleared from wild-type mice [34]. Together, these data imply that the INF-α response seen in this patient could have directly affected virus clearance and may represent a clinically relevant prognostic marker.

The other inflammatory markers that were examined also mirrored viral load kinetics, with the notable exception of IL1-RA and IL-10. Both of these immunomodulatory cytokines

Figure 5. Total CD8 T-cell phenotyping reveals a predominance of effector-type cells during the acute phase. CD8 T cells were analyzed for expression of PD-1, CD28, CCR7, CD45RA, Ki-67, and perforin using flow cytometry at different time points to characterize the phenotypes of the total CD8 T-cell population during infection.
were elevated initially, declined, and then peaked again just after day 20 after symptom onset. The second peak correlated with the peak of Lassa virus–specific IgM, the appearance of Lassa virus–specific IgG, and the highest frequency of class-switched ASCs. Levels of the B cell–activating cytokines IL-4 and BAFF also peaked during this transition and declined thereafter. Both IL-4 and IL-10 are known to stimulate B cells to class switch to IgG1 [35]. These data suggest a coordination of the humoral
response and subsequent transition of that response from acute toward memory once class switching has occurred. Indeed, in 2 other studies of Lassa fever patients, the same association between IgM and IgG appearance and IL-10 was noted [21, 23].

The kinetics of an IgM increase coinciding with a viral load decrease might suggest that the IgM response played a role in viral clearance. It has been proposed that the anti-Lassa antibody response does little to control the infection and resolve...
disease because neutralizing antibodies are rarely detected in the acute phase [36], high neutralizing antibody titers were required for protection in passive transfer experiments [37, 38], and antibody responses in vaccinated rhesus monkeys did not correlate with protection [39]. However, other antibody-mediated functions (eg, antibody-dependent complement fixation) could have played a role in virus clearance in the patient.

Previous studies of Lassa virus in animal models have demonstrated that the host T-cell response contributes to virus clearance at early phases of infection but that it can also contribute to immune-mediated pathology later in the infection [3, 4, 18]. In the patient described herein, a second phase of CD8 T-cell activation was noted during the third week of illness. At this same time point, the CD8 T cells exhibited their highest levels of spontaneous degranulation (CD107a expression in the absence of stimulation). This coincided with the clinical development of diffuse lymphadenitis, epididymitis, and chills, all in the absence of detectable viremia (Raabe et al, in press). This finding suggests both persistence of viral antigen, resulting in sustained activation of CD8 T cells, and a possible immune-mediated etiology of the clinical symptoms. Additionally, this patient had detectable viral RNA in semen long after resolution of all clinical symptoms, implicating the male reproductive system as a reservoir of antigen, similar to what has been observed with Ebola virus [40–43].

The Lassa virus–specific CD4 T-cell activity peaked on day 20, coincident with the peak of activated CD4 T cells; however, the activity of Lassa virus–specific CD8 T cells was highest during convalescence. These findings, combined with the overall decreased Staphylococcus enterotoxin B responses that were observed in the CD8 T cells during the acute phase relative to the convalescent phase (Supplementary Figure 2), imply that Lassa virus infection causes diminished T-cell function largely in the CD8 T-cell population during acute infection despite coexpression of high markers of activation. A similar phenomenon was observed when the lymphocytes of Lassa virus–infected macaques were treated ex vivo with phytohemagglutinin and pokeweed mitogen [12] and has been suggested to also occur during Ebola virus infection of humans [44].

In summary, a coordinated immune response consisting of early and robust IFN-α expression, coupled with the presence of large numbers of activated CD8 T cells, correlated with virus clearance. In spite of some degree of immune dysfunction during the acute phase, the patient was ultimately able to generate long-term, polyfunctional, Lassa virus–specific T cells, with approximately 66% of the CD4 T cells and 75% of the CD8 T cells expressing >1 cytokine. Although the effects of the antiviral treatments that this patient received (favipiravir and ribavirin) could have contributed to the rate of viral load decline or might have altered the observed immune responses, this example of a successful human immune response to Lassa virus infection can serve as a model for future studies. Ideally, future work would involve larger numbers of patients to allow for a better understanding of which aspects of the host response determine survival and which might contribute to disease progression.
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